Fate of water in the soft contact lens immediately after lens placement onto the cornea.
Soft contact lenses presoaked in D2O or H2(17)O were used to examine the movement of water immediately after their placement onto the eye. Two experiments were conducted: (1) the rate of D2O loss from these soft lenses was determined by assaying residual D2O with nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy; and (2) the movement of water into/inside the eye was followed by tracking the path of H2(17)O using magnetic resonance imaging. D2O dissipation occurred in two phases: an initial rapid washout (1.25 ml/h) followed by a slower phase (0.13 ml/h). The latter was eliminated by previous contact lens wear. The H2(17)O study showed that once water entered the anterior chamber, it rapidly exchanged with water in the ocular (predominantly iris) circulation (flow rate constant = 0.1/min). It appears that exogenous water, in this case water from the soft lens, ultimately interacts with the ocular circulation. This is one aspect of cornea-soft lens interaction previously unreported.